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20 Things that you can do with Linux 
but not with Mac or Windows

4

Someone asked me this recently. I don’t have just one answer. I compiled a list of things 
I thought of and emailed it to my friend…then I thought I would post it here for future ref-
erence. Feel free to add to the list! There is also a forums thread on the same topic, that 
I remembered as I complied my thoughts, so I stole some of the ideas posted there.

1. Upgrade to the newest version legally and without paying money
2. Have the latest version of the operating system run faster than the previous version on the same hardware
3. Easily install and run different graphical interfaces if I don’t like the default setup
4. Install twenty programs with one command
5. Have the system automatically update all my installed programs for me.
6. Install the same copy of my OS (Ubuntu) on multiple computers without worrying about license restrictions or 
     activation keys     activation keys
7. Give away copies of the operating system and other programs that run on it without breaking any laws, 
    governmental or ethical or moral, because it was all intended to be used this way
8. Have full control over my computer hardware and know that there are no secret back doors in my software, put
    there by malicious software companies or governments
9. Run without using a virus scanner, adware/spyware protection, and not reboot my computer for months, even
    when I do keep up with all of the latest security updates.
10.10. Run my computer without needing to defragment my hard drive, ever
11. Try out software, decide I don’t like it, uninstall it, and know that it didn’t leave little bits of stuff in a registry that
     can build up and slow down my machine
12. Make a major mistake that requires a complete reinstallation and be able to do it in less than an hour, because I 
      put all of my data on a separate partition from the operating system and program 
13. Boot into a desktop with flash and effects as cool as Windows Vista on a three year old computer…in less than
      40 seconds, including the time it takes me to type my username and password to login.



16. Use the command “dpkg –get-selections > pkg.list” to make a full, detailed list of all software I have installed, 
backup my /etc and /home directories on a separate partition, and you are able to recover your system any time, 
easily
17. Run multiple desktops simultaneously, or even allow multiple users to log in and use the computer simultaneously
18. Resize a hard disk partition without having to delete it and without losing the data on it
19. Use the same hardware for more than 5 years before it really needs to be replaced…I have some hardware that 
is nearly 10 years old, running Linux, and still useful
20.20. Browse the web while the OS is being installed!
21. Use almost any hardware and have a driver for it included with the operating system…eliminating the need to 
scour the internet to find the hardware manufacturer’s website to locate one
22. Get the source code for almost anything, including the OS kernel and most of my applications. 

Source : iexplo1t
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6 Penetration Testing & Hacking Focused Distros! 

On first thought, it would seem that ethical hackers have everything figured out, their lives are too easy. 
Why, you ask? Well, they have so many tools out there to make their lives easy. Ok, we are kidding, they 
have a tough going and lead frustrating lives. It's not easy being a hacker. However, it's true that they do 

have so many resources at hand to help them out every now and then.

1.Bugtraq
Bugtraq system offers the most comprehensive distribution, optimal, and stable with automated services manager in 
real time. This distribution based on the 3.2 and 3.4 kernel Generic available in 32 Bits & 64 Bits has a huge range 
of penetration, forensic and laboratory tools. The systems are available in 11 different languages.

2.Blackbuntu
Blackbuntu is distribution for penetration testing which was specially designed for security training students and Blackbuntu is distribution for penetration testing which was specially designed for security training students and 
practitioners of information security. Blackbuntu is penetration testing distribution with GNOME Desktop Environ-
ment.

3.DEFT
DEFT Linux is a GNU/Linux live for free software based on Ubuntu , designed for purposes related to computer fo-
rensics and computer security.

6.Gnacktrack
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4.Samurai Web Testing Framework
The Samurai Web Testing Framework is a live linux environment that has been pre-configured to function as a web 
pen-testing environment. The CD contains the best of the open source and free tools that focus on testing and attack-
ing websites.

5.Back Box Linux
BackBox is an Ubuntu-based Linux distribution penetration test and security assessment oriented providing a network 
and informatic systems analysis toolkit. BackBox desktop environment includes a minimal yet complete set of tools 
required for ethical hacking and security testing.

6.Gnacktrack
GnackTrack is a Live (and installable) Linux distibution designed for Penetration Testing and is based on Ubuntu. It's 
based on GNOME. 

Source : efytimes
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Top 10 Hollywood Movies On Hacking

1. Hackers(1995)
A young boy is arrested by the US Secret Service for writing a computer virus and is banned from using a computer 
until his 18th birthday. Years later, he and his new-found friends discover a plot to unleash a dangerous computer 
virus, but they must use their computer skills to find the evidence while being pursued by the Secret Service and the 
evil computer genius behind the virus.

2. Antitrust (2001)
AA computer programmer's dream job at a hot Portland-based firm turns nightmarish when he discovers his boss has 
a secret and ruthless means of dispatching anti-trust problems.

3. The Net (1995)
Identity theft is something which is not new to online world of Hacking.  This movie is about Angela, a computer geek 
who lives a very low profile life. In this movie, her struggle of getting back her online identity is shown. Probably, an 
eye opener for many who think how is it possible to completely wipe off someone identity and create a new one.

4. Pirates of silicon valley(1999)
This is a documentary movie about the birth of desktop computing.This is a documentary movie about the birth of desktop computing. A complete saga of 1970′s to 1997. This docu-
mentary narrates the real incident happened in this period between Microsoft (Bill Gates) and Steve jobs (Apple).  
Again, not a real movie on hacking but worth watching for everyone. After all, Hacking is all about spirit and knowing 
the basics and our basic is computer.

5. Takedown(2000)
Kevin David Mitnick is at present working as an american computer security consultant. This movie is about his life 
and how a hacker turned down into country computer security counselor. Just to add more into the surprise, when 
Kevin was arrested for his cyber-crime, he was in the list of most wanted cyber criminal.
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6 Wargames(1983)
An academy award winner movie which is about a young hacker who initiated a nuclear warhead by mistake, possibly a start of 
World war III. Somehow, I didn’t enjoyed watching this movie much but many of my friends liked it and recommended to be added 
in this list.

7. Swordfish(2001)
TTalking about Hacking how we can forget John Travolta’s Swordfish, which shows his intelligence and a master-plan to steal bil-
lions of dollar from U.S soil without getting caught.

8 Live free or die hard(2007)
This movie is about complete take down of a country by attack in grids. Here villain Gabriel, planned to take down last piece of 
data containing all financial transaction record for the country. This was a well planned attack and at one point you will be amazed 
to see the pattern of attack. Though, it’s more of a Bruce Willis action movie sequel  but worth watching.

9. The Matrix(1999)
This movie is about “Neo”, a computer hacker who learns from mysterious rebels about the true nature of his reality and his role in 
the war against the controllers of it.  You might consider watching Matrix triology, as without watching sequel this movie is incom-
plete

10. Untraceable(2008)
I saw this movie last week, and like the concept of the movie.The movie feature gorgeous, sexy, babealicious Diane Lane. The 
movie shows how a website www.killwithme.com which shows the live torturous killing of users become a hit, and the Diane 
ended up finding the killer.
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What are the benefits of Linux?
Last time for our Linux beginners guide we took an in depth look at exactly what Linux 
is and covered a few of the basics of Linux.  For a full understanding of everything we 
covered, you can read the full article here.  But what exactly are the benefits of Linux?  
What reason would you have to abandon Microsoft Windows or Mac OS X for yet an-
other operating system that you would have to learn?  Well, there are many reasons 
and a many benefits of choosing Linux over one of the commercial operating systems. 
The Cost
Linux at its most basic, is a completely free operating system.  Whether you choose Linux for a server or your workstaLinux at its most basic, is a completely free operating system.  Whether you choose Linux for a server or your worksta-
tion, you can choose to install and run it with no hard cost whatsoever.  This is a much more attractive alternative to the 
high price of Microsoft Windows.  Of course nothing is completely free.  Linux distributions make money through sup-
port.  So, while you can install it and support it yourself absolutely free, you will have to pay if you need more advanced 
support with any part of the process.  This is still not a bad deal, though when you compare it to other operating sys-
tems that charge for the operating system and then charge you again for support.

Open-Source Software
Along with Linux, there is a huge collection of software that is every bit as free as Linux itself.  For virtually every single 
type of commercial software out there, there is a free version that works great and is every bit, if not more, powerful.  
For example, you could pay the high cost of Adobe Photoshop, or instead, you can install GIMP and get a graphics 
editor that is every bit as powerful.  You can choose LibreOffice instead of Microsoft Office.  Most of these software 
packages are designed to open and save files in the commercial version formats as well so you won’t be left out in the 
cold if someone sends you a document made in the commercial software.

Linux is ReliableLinux is Reliable
Probably one of the greatest features of Linux is its reliability.  Computer crashes aren’t completely unavoidable no 
matter what operating system you use, but they are drastically reduced in the world of Linux.  This is one of the rea-
sons major corporations such as Google and Amazon use Linux to support their entire business structure.  What does 
this mean for you?  No more blue screens of death!
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Freedom
Linux is a truly free platform that is widely scalable and customizable so you can setup then environment exactly the 
way you want it.   Because of the free nature of Linux and the software for it, you can easily install only what you 
want, when you want and even customize your very own version specific to your needs.

Linux is here to stay
One thing we know for sure is Linux is most definitely not going anywhere.  ItOne thing we know for sure is Linux is most definitely not going anywhere.  It’s true, different distributions cease to 
exist but new ones always pop up to replace them and regardless of what distribution you choose to use, the platform 
will remain familiar to you.  You don’t have to worry about a company ending a particular operating system or dropping 
support for an older operating system that you still happen to use.

As you can see, there are many compelling reasons for switching to Linux.  ItAs you can see, there are many compelling reasons for switching to Linux.  It’s true, there will be a slight learning 
curve when you make the switch.  But, I think you will find that it’s not as much of a curve as you might think especial-
ly if you make the right distribution choice for you.  Next time, we will take a look at exactly what a Linux distribution is 
and show you how to choose the best distribution for your needs.

Source : iexplo1t
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Hacker’s Word At A GLANCE

12

There are subgroups of the computer underground and they use different terms to demarcate them-
selves from each other. Eric S. Raymond, author of The New Hacker's Dictionary, propounds that mem-
bers of the computer underground should be called crackers. But they themselves prefer the term 
‘hacker’ more. Avoiding the controversies of the terms ‘hacker’ and ‘cracker’, we go straight away into 
the hackers’ den and fetch out their classifications for you.

In the era of cyber technology, a hacker can be defined as the one who hunts for 
vulnerabilities and exploits them in a computer system or a computer network. A 
hacker may be inspired by several reasons, such as profit, protest, challenge or 
mere enjoyment. They are known to constitute the “computer underground”, a 
community feared by almost every participant of the cyber world. “Hacker” has 
become more of a pejorative expression for people nowadays. Keep aside your 

traditional notions and trust the fact that all those who can hack are not your enemies. This is the truth 
that every network holder or computer user should know. Get your concepts about the different types of 
hackers and the risk factors of their intervention cleared with this article.

WHITE HAT HACKERS
AA white hat hacker is the one who breaks security not with any malicious intent, but to test their own security system 
or while working for a security company which prepares security software. The term “white hat” colloquially refers to 
an ‘ethical hacker’. White hat hackers may also work in teams called sneakers, red teams, or tiger teams. This group 
also includes individuals who perform penetration tests and vulnerability assessments within a sanctioned agreement. 
These IT security professionals rely on constantly evolving armaments of technology to battle hackers. Eric Corley 
and Przemysław Frasunek are two famous white hats.



BLACK HAT HACKERS
AA "black hat" hacker is defined by Moore as one who "violates computer security for little reason beyond malicious-
ness or for personal gain". Black hat hackers form the stereotypical, illegitimate hacking groups, and are "the epitome 
of all that the public fears in a computer criminal". Black hat hackers break into secure networks to destroy data or 
make it vulnerable for the users. Hacking purists often call them the “crackers”. Crackers keep the awareness of the 
vulnerabilities to themselves and do not notify the authority for patches to be applied. Once they have gained control 
over a system, they may apply fixes to the system only to continue being the sovereign authority. 

GREY HAT HACKERS
This metaphorically unique title categorizes hackers who fall in between the subgenres of black hats and white hats.  
Their hacking motive is not personal gain, but they are prepared to break laws during the course of their technological 
exploits in order to achieve better security. While white hat hackers generally advise companies of security exploits 
quietly, grey hat hackers more preferably "advise the hacker community as well as the vendors and then watch the 
fallout". 

BLUE HAT HACKERS
AA blue hat hacker is someone outside computer security consulting firms who is used to bug-test a system prior to its 
launch, looking for exploits so they can be closed. Microsoft also uses the term ‘BlueHat’ to represent a series of secu-
rity briefing events. However Urban Dictionary defines them as, “A Blue Hat is a Rouge Hacker who hacks for fun or to 
get revenge on a certain person or company who may have angered them.” This clearly points out the ambiguity re-
volving around the term Blue Hat Hacker.

ELITE HACKERS
Elite Hackers are defined as the members of the top-notch wing of the Computer Underground seen by their cyber 
colleagues to have special hacking talent. Very recently, the label “elite” has been altered to include not only the ethi-
cal tester of virtual boundaries but also the detector of cyber sabotage. Unlike crackers, elite hackers avoid destroying 
information or the computer system they have entered into, intentionally.
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SCRIPT KIDDIE
This is a derogatory term used for black hat hackers who borrow programs to attack networks and deface websites. 
Their sole intent is to achieve recognition. They are not experts and usually have very little knowledge of the underlying 
concept—hence the term script (i.e. a prearranged construction) kiddie (i.e. kid/child—an individual lacking experience, 
immature).

GREEN HAT HACKERS / NEOPHYTE
AA Green Hat is a name for a new Hacker also called a neophyte, "n00b", or "newbie", someone who is new to hacking 
or phreaking and has almost no knowledge or experience about the workings of technology.

STATE SPONSORED HACKERS
Governments around the globe realize that it serves their military purpose to be well positioned online. State sponsored 
hackers have endless time and funds to target civilians, corporations, and governments. 

HACKTIVISTS
Wikipedia defines Hactivist as “a hacker who utilizes technology to publicize a social, ideological, religious or political Wikipedia defines Hactivist as “a hacker who utilizes technology to publicize a social, ideological, religious or political 
message”. Most hacktivism involves website defacement or denial-of-service attacks. 

SPY HACKERS
Corporations often hire hackers to trespass on the competition and steal trade secrets. They may hack in from the out-
side or gain employment in order to act as a mole. Spy hackers may use similar tactics as hacktivists, but their only aim 
is to serve their client’s goals and get paid.
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CYBER TERRORISTS
These hackers, generally motivated by religious or political beliefs, attempt to create fear and chaos by deranging cru-
cial infrastructures. Cyber terrorists are by far the most dangerous, with a wide range of skills and goals. Cyber Terror-
ists’ ultimate motivation is to spread fear, terror and create havoc making the cyberspace most vulnerable for all types 
of users.
In today’s world, Cyber Technology is the most inevitable part of our lives. But it brings along several critical issues 
that threaten our position online. Therefore, it is a necessity to possess a clear concept about the threats hovering 
around the cyberspace and also the attackers who control them. This article brings to you a brief outline describing the 
hackers and their role in dominating cyber world. Stay safe, stay happy.

This Article Was Submitted By Kathakali Banerjee (Czar Securities)
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15 Tips to Speed Up your PC

16

1) Wait till it boots: Let your PC boot up totally before opening any Applications.

2) Refresh: Refresh the desktop after closing any application. This will remove any unused files from the RAM.

3) Wall papers: Do not set pictures as your wallpaper which are big in size. Don't keep a wallpaper whatsoever if your
     PC is quite low on RAM.

4) Remove Unwanted Programs : Every product program you have on your machine is consuming up room. It is co
     nsuming up room, as well as be checking for updates and interfacing with the Internet. It additionally could be begi
     nning up when your PC begins up which eats up RAM.     nning up when your PC begins up which eats up RAM.

5) Drivers : Update your fittings drivers as often times as could be allowed. New drivers have a tendency to expand
    framework speed particularly on account of representation cards, their drivers are upgraded by the producer quite
    every now and again.

6) Shortcuts : Do not mess your Desktop with a ton of Shortcuts. Every shortcut on the desktop uses up to 500 bytes of
     RAM



8) Temporary files : Delete the temporary files and temporary internet files regularly.

9) Defragment : Defragment your hard drive once every two or three months. This will free up a lot of space on your
     hard drive and rearrange the files so that your applications run faster.

10) Free Space : Always make two partitions in your hard drive. Install all large Software's (like PSP, Photoshop, 3DS
       Max etc) in the second partition. Windows uses all the available empty space in C drive as virtual memory when
       your Computer RAM is full. Keep the C Drive as empty as possible.

111) Tray icons : When installing new Software disable the option of having a tray icon. The tray icons use up available
       RAM, and also slow down the booting of your PC. Also disable the option of starting the application automatically
       when the PC boots. You can disable these options later on also from the Tools or preferences menu in your appl
       ication.

12) Turn Off Animations : Go to Display Settings from the Control Panel and switch to the Effects Tab. Now turn off
       Show Windows Content While Dragging and Smooth Edges on Screen Fonts. This tip is also helpful with Windows
       XP because of the various fade/scroll effects.

13)13) Avoid multitasking with large programs : Do not run a large program like Photoshop or Pinnacle video studio, while
       running a virus scan at the same time.

14) Disk Clean Up : Disk Clean Up comes free with Windows and will get rid of the rest of the junk files that you have
      missed. Go to start menu>accessories>system tools>disk cleanup.

15) Dust : Protect your PC from dust. Dust causes the CPU cooling fan to jam and slow down thereby gradually hea
       ting your CPU and affecting the processing speed. Use compressed air to blow out any dust from the CPU. Never
       use vacuum.
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5 Smartphones That Will Receive Android L Update!   

1. HTC One M8
HTC confirmed on Wednesday that they will be pushing Android L update to HTC One M8 very soon. One M8 is HTC’s 
one of the highend Android smartphones. The device managed to get good popularity in the market.

2. HTC One M7
HTC has also mentioned HTC One M7 in the list of smartphones that will receive Android L update very soon. HTC One 
M7 is company’s one of the flagship phones.

3. Moto X3. Moto X
Android L will be pushed to Moto X by Motorola very soon. Motorola is working on it. It has been confirmed by a post on 
Motorola Germany’s official Facebook page.

4. Moto G
Moto G was hit in the market due to its attractive price point. It is one of the affordable smartphones with stock android 
pre-installed on it. Motorola Germany confirms Moto G will receive Android L soon.

5. Moto E
WWell, there is no definite confirmation if Moto E will be one of the phones to receive Android L update but if Motorola is 
pushing Android L to Moto X and Moto G, then they might include Moto E as part of the list of devices. If it doesn’t re-
ceive Android L, it will definitely get Android One which is for low budget smartphones for sure! 
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The Best Places to Find Free, 
High-Res Images for your Website

19

Good, high-quality images add visual interest to your website. Another reason 
why photos have become so important is because web pages that include good 
photos get better engagement when shared on social sites like Twitter and Face-

book.

Download High Quality Images for Free
The web offers billions of photos that are just a Google search away. The images that are in public domain, or 
licensed under the Creative Commons license, can be used without any copyright issues.
The only problem is that Google may not always surface the best content that is free.The only problem is that Google may not always surface the best content that is free. Their algorithms, at least for 
image search, prefer pages from premium stock photography websites and the free listings thus lose out. If Google 
isn’t helping in your quest for images, here are some of the best websites where you may find high-quality photos for 
free.

1. unsplash.com (Unsplash) – This is my favorite website for downloading high-resolution photographs. Subscribe 
to the email newsletter and you’ll get 10 photos in your inbox every 10 days. All images are under the CC0 license 
meaning they are in public domain and you are free to use them in any way you like.

2. google.com (LIFE) – 2. google.com (LIFE) – The Google images website hosts millions of historical photographs from the LIFE library. 
You can add source:life to any query in Google image search to find these images and they are free for personal, 
non-commercial use.

3. flickr.com (The British Library) – The national library of the UK has uploaded over a million vintage photographs 
and scanned images to Flickr that are now in pubic domain and they encourage re-use.

4. picjubmo.com (Picjumbo) – Here you’ll find exceptionally high-quality photos for your personal and commercial 
use. The pictures have been shot by the site owner himself and all he requests for in return is proper attribution.



5. pixabay.com (Pixabay) – All the images on Pixabay are available under the CC0 license and thus can be used 
anywhere. Like Flickr, there’s an option to browse photographs by camera model as well.

6. publicdomainarchive.com (Public Domain Archive) – This is an impressive online repository of public domain 
images that are neatly organized in categories. It contains only high quality photos though the collection is limited at 
this time.

7. commons.wikimedia.org (Wikimedia Commons) – 7. commons.wikimedia.org (Wikimedia Commons) – The site hosts 21+ million images under some kind of free 
license or in the public domain. The images are arranged in categories or you can find images through search key-
words.

8. superfamous.com (Super Famous) – Another great resource for finding high-res images for your websites and 
other design projects. The images are licensed under Creative Commons and require attribution.

9. nos.twnsnd.co (New Old Stock) – Here you will find a curated collection of vintage photographs from public ar-
chives that are free of any copyright restrictions. If you are trying to create a twitter feed like @HistoricalPics, this might 
be a good source for images.
10. freeimages.com (Stock Exchange) – This is one of the biggest repositories of free images and graphics that 
you can use for almost any purpose. You do however need to sign-in to download the images. The site, previously 
hosted on the schx.hu domain, is now part of Getty Images.

11. morguefile.com (Morgue File) – The site hosts 300,000+ free images and you are free to use them in both per-
sonal and commercial projects even without attribution. The image gallery has a built-in cropping tool and you can even 
hotlink the images from your website.
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12. gettyimages.com (Getty Images) – If you are looking for professional images for your website but without the 
expensive license fee, Getty has something in store for you. You can embed pictures from Getty Images for free on 
your website though in future, the embeds may carry ads.

13. pdpics.com (Public Domain Photos) – The website contains thousands of royalty free images that can be used 
in both personal and commercial projects but with attribution. Unlike other sites that merely curate content, the images 
found here have been clicked by their in-house photographers.

14. imcreato14. imcreator.com (IM Free) – A curated collection of outstanding high-quality photos on all subjects that are also 
free for commercial use. The images have mostly been sourced from Flickr and require attribution.

15. photopin.com (Photo Pin) – Flickr is among the biggest repository of photographs on the web and Photo Pin 
helps you easily find photos on Flickr that are available under the Creative Commons license. You get the embed code 
as well so you don’t have to host the images on your own server.

Source : Labnol
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Top 5 Reasons Why Ubuntu 14.04 Can Replace Windows 8.1
 and Windows XP 

22

1. The installation of Ubuntu is a lot simpler than the one for Windows 8. Even better, the installation recognizes any 
other operating systems and you can install Linux without wiping your hard drive. This is impossible the other way 
around.

2. The main interface of Ubuntu 14.04 is easy to use and requires virtually no setup. Long gone are the days of com-
plicated procedures to make it work. Now it just does. Better yet, if you do decide to change it completely, that’s actual-
ly pretty easy to do.

3. Most of the software is free and most of the regular things that you would use in a Windows environment have 
equivalents, which sometimes are even better.

4. You don't need to install any special drivers, besides the ones for the graphic card. Everything you plug in just 
works. Everything is implemented at the kernel level and you won't have any problems running it on laptops or PC.

5. Ubuntu is a lot more secure that Windows. It's Linux-based and it's very likely that you won't ever see a virus, mal-
ware, or anything of that kind. You don't need expensive antivirus solutions. If there is a problem, it's patched right 
away by the developers. 

Source : iexplo1t

A lot of users out there, still using Windows XP, are on the fence and are willing to 
consider an upgrade to Windows 8. Luckily for them, now there are a lot more op-
tions than in 2001, when Windows XP was initially launched.

We get a lot of questions regarding this issue and we can safely say that Ubuntu, 
14.04 to be more precise, will be able to replace Windows 8.1 and XP with ease. 
Here are a few reasons why:



Top 7 Ways To Minimize Data Usage In Android

23

If you are an user of Android phone , you must be having an active Internet Data Connection for sure be-
cause there is no fun without internet. It's like a PC without internet where you can just sit and play games 
and not able to utilize the resources and capabilities of device completely. But at the same time , there are 
several apps and services of Android which remain continuously active and cause additional Data Uses to 
the user.

If you are using a limited internet connection plan or paying for every kb that you are downloading , you 
must take note of where your data is being exhaust in order to control it. Of course why to pay additional 
charges for background and useless processes. So Today , I am providing you some quick tips and tricks 
to avoid getting over charged for additional Data Usage.

1. Turn Off Data Connection When Not In Use
Most of the people are not concerned about this but you should always turn off your active data connection while it is 
not in use. It means you should only enable internet connectivity when you want to use it. It will avoid unnecessary 
background apps to use and consume your Data and will also enhance battery life of your phone upto great extent.

2. Turn Off Automatic Updates
Many apps installed in your phone regularly check for the availability of their updated version over the interMany apps installed in your phone regularly check for the availability of their updated version over the inter-
net including your Android operating system firmware itself. These apps keep on downloading updates , 
some of these updates are necessary while many are useless. It is recommended that you turn off Auto-
matic updates for as many applications as possible. 

3. Update Only When Connected To Wifi
Go to settings tab and make some changes in your Firmware update settings. Set it to Update over Wi-Fi only. This 
setting will prevent any firmware updates being done from your Mobile data usage. Your phone will automatically start 
updating when it will be connected to some Wi-Fi connection. Hence it will not use your phone data helping it to save.



4. Using Light Weight Browsers
Web Browsers have capability of reducing the usage of data amount. If you are visiting number of websites and surf-
ing internet continuously , it is always recommended that you should use some Light Weight browser for your session. 
Light weight browsers will compress the size of web pages before downloading it to your phone. Some of the most 
effective light weight web browsers are : Opera Mini , Chrome , Text Only.

5. Using Third Party Data Manager
If you don't want to perform any settings manually , you may switch to Automated data manager available in market. 
There are many apps available in Google Play Store which keeps you aware about your total data usage so far and 
data available. These apps also lets you know which app is using more data and you should take control of. You don't 
need to install any third party app if you have Android 4.0 or higher version because it provides in built monitoring ser-
vice.

6. Using Ad Block Plus
Ad Block Plus is an outstanding app capable of blocking all Ads from your device including the Ads which are shown 
inside any app or game. AdAway is also very close competitor to Ad Blcok Plus so you can use any among these top 
two apps.Both of these apps work on every android phone without rooting it. Ad Block Plus removes Ads from your 
phone and help to save Data Usage.

7. Avoid Using Task Killers
TTask killers removes all cached files in your phone. Browsers normally saves the webpages and several other con-
tents on web in cache memory of your phone for future use. Next time when you load the same pages , it will be 
loaded faster by simply fetching from the phone memory. So if you use Task Killer apps , all your cached files will be 
removed from phone memory and everytime you visit some webpage it will have to be loaded from web and will 
cause more data usage.
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Top 8 Bug Tracking, Feedback & Monitoring Tools For Developers

1.TestTrack
    TestTrack is the definitive tool suite to manage all product development phases and artifacts. From requirements,
    user stories and release planning, through sprints, assignments and work items, to test cases, QA cycles, defect re
    solutions and releases, TestTrack helps you deliver quality products on time.

2.BUGtrack
   Web-based bug tracking, issue tracking and project management tool.

3.Bug3.BugAware
    BugAware provides software developers with an easy way to track and submit bugs, defects and enhancements
    during the development and maintenance of software applications. Project Managers and team leaders can monitor
    and assign development tasks and report on all aspects of custom defined software projects.

4.Gemini
    Gemini has project filters that run as quick as you can click. Roll up data across Development, IT and the rest of the
    business. Aggregate, group, sort, sequence across projects - do whatever it takes to help your teams function with
    less friction.    less friction.

5. YouTrack
    The agile issue tracking and project tracking tool. Agile Project management helps teams plan, visualise and manage  
    their work in an efficient manner, with support for both Scrum and Lean methodologies.

6.BontQ
   Bontq is a user-friendly issue tracking and project management cloud-hosted system. It provides the easiest way to
   manage projects, track bugs, add tasks and store documentation.
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7.WebIssues
   WebIssues is an open source, multi-platform system for issue tracking and team collaboration. It can be used to store,
   share and track issues with various attributes, description, comments and file attachments.

8.DoneDone
   From planning, to coding, to testing, to customer support, DoneDone is the refreshingly simple issue tracker. No more
   spreadsheets, sticky notes, and emails about web and software projects. Just one uncomplicated, central hub.
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Top 8 Development Platforms For Coders

Coders and developers lead quite the extraordinary life. Often engrossed in their comput-
ers over hot piping cups of coffee, they are a rare breed who love what they do, for 
coding gives them sheer satisfaction. We at EFYTimes are here to cut their task easy by 
offering them countless bits of advice on everything. Today we bring a list of development 
platforms that coders will love to try out!

1.Heroku
Heroku is a cloud platform as a service (PaaS) supporting several programming languages. One of the first cloud 
platforms, Heroku has been in development since June 2007, when it supported only the Ruby programming lan-
guage, but has since added support for Java, Node.js, Scala, Clojure, Python and PHP and Perl. The base operating 
system is Debian or, in the newest stack, the Debian-based Ubuntu.

2.Compilr
Compilr is an online editor and sandbox that lets you write your code all from the comfort of your browser. Compilr 
has been tested across all modern desktop and mobile web browsers like Firefox, Chrome, Safari, and Internet Ex-
plorer. With support for touchscreen interaction you could write code all from your mobile or tablet device.

3.Cloud9
Cloud9 IDE is an online development environment for Javascript and Node.js applications as well as HTML, CSS, 
PHP, Java, Ruby and 23 other languages.

4.Koding
Koding is a developer community and cloud development environment where developers come together and code in 
the browser – with a real development server to run their code. Developers can work, collaborate, write and run 
apps without jumping through hoops and spending unnecessary money.
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5.AppHarbor
AppHarbor is a fully hosted .NET Platform as a Service. AppHarbor can deploy and scale any standard 
.NET application to the cloud.

6.dotCloud
The dotCloud Platform is a service provided by DockeThe dotCloud Platform is a service provided by Docker, Inc. The Platform launched in 2011 as the indus-
try’s first multi-language Platform as a Service. The Platform simplifies application development by allowing 
programmers to focus just on the code for their service while the Platform handles code building, scaling, 
deployment and load-balancing.

7.BrainEngine
BrainEngine is the world's first development platform that combines a desktop and cloud based IDE with 
additional services such as deployment support, continuous integration and team services for building 
Force.com solutions.

8.Codeanywhere
Codeanywhere is much more than a mere application, rather it is a development platform that enables you 
to not only edit your files from underlying services like FTP, GitHub, Dropbox and the like, but on top of that 
gives you the ability to collaborate, embed and share through Codeanywhere on any device. 

Source : Efytimes
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Top 10 Linux Server Distributions

29

You know that Linux is a hot data center server. You know that it saves you money in 
licensing and maintenance costs. But, what are your options for Linux as a server operat-
ing system?
Rated: Top 10 Linux server distributions by ease of use, paid support, and data center 
reliability.
Listed here are the top ten Linux server distributions (aka "Linux server distros") — some 
of which you may not be aware. The following characteristics, in no particular order, 

Qualified a Linux server distro for inclusion in this list: Ease-of-use, available commercial support and data 
center reliability.

1. Ubuntu - At the top of almost every Linux-related list, the Debian-based Ubuntu is in a class by itself. Canonical's 
Ubuntu surpasses all other Linux server distributions — from its simple installation to its excellent hardware discovery 
to its world-class commercial support, Ubuntu leaves the others fumbling in the dusty distance.

2. Red Hat - Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) started out as the "little Linux company that could" and is now a 
major force in the quest for data center rackspace. The Linux darling of large companies throughout the world, Red 
Hat's innovations and non-stop support will have you coming back for more.

3. SUSE -3. SUSE - Novell-owned SUSE Linux is stable, easy-to-maintain and offers Novell's 24x7 rapid-response support for 
those who don't have the time or patience for lengthy troubleshooting calls. And, Novell's consulting teams will have 
you meeting your SLAs and making your accountants happy to boot.

4. Mandriva - For U.S.-based executive or technical folks, Mandriva might be a bit foreign. This incredibly well-con-
structed Linux distribution hails from France and enjoys extreme acceptance in Europe and South America. It is, as its 
website claims, a worldwide Linux provider. Its name and its construction derive from the Mandrake Linux and Con-
nectiva Linux distributions.



5. Xandros - If you prefer a Linux server distro with a Microsoft connection, Xandros is the one for you. Rumors aside, 
Xandros and Microsoft collaborate in what's known in technical circles as "cooperatition." This means that they com-
pete cooperatively. To find out more about this unique perspective, check out the Xandros About page.

6. Slackware - While not generally associated with commercial distributions, Slackware maintains relationships with 
several companies that provide fee-based support. One of the earliest available Linux server distributions, Slackware 
has an extensive and faithful fan base. Its developers regularly release new versions.

7. Debian - If you're confused by Debian's inclusion here, don't be. Debian doesn't have formal commercial support 
but you can connect with Debian-savvy consultants around the world via their Consultants page. Debian has spawned 
more child distributions than any other parent Linux distribution, including Ubuntu, Linux Mint and Vyatta.

8. Vyatta - Vyatta is more at home on routers and firewalls than PC-based systems, but if you want a commercial-
ly-driven distribution for those applications, Vyatta works well for your secure communications needs. Check out the 
free version of Vyatta Linux.

9. CentOS - It's true that CentOS isn't strictly commercial but since it's based on Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL), 
you can leverage commercial support for it. CentOS has its own repositories and community support and is not the 
same as Fedora Linux.

10. Unbreakable Linux - Oracle's Unbreakable Linux is Red Hat Enterprise Linux with some Oracle logos and art 
added in. Oracle's Unbreakable Linux competes directly with Red Hat's Linux server distributions, and does so quite 
effectively since purchased support through Oracle is half the price of Red Hat's equivalent model.

Source : iexplo1t
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How to Hide & Make your Profile Name Blank on Twitter

31

Well hiding your name on twitter does not have any special advantages but still if 
you are planning to do some mischief and hide your name on twitter like we posted 
on facebook, then we have any awesome trick that will help you in hiding your 
name on twitter pretty easily. Well we will be using simple comma trick that will help 
in hiding the name easily on twitter.

Well hiding your real name on twitter could make adverse effects if you are a verified user and you might not be able 
to change your name for next 30 days, so make sure you are aware about these consequences and you only do this 

if you really wanted to hide your real name for privacy reasons.

Source : HackingUniversity

One can easily hide their twitter name easily using the below steps.

    1. Sign in onto your Twitter Account.
    2. Now click the edit name option.
    3. Now enter “” instead of your name and press save.

That's it guys now your name will be hidden from twitter only your username will be displayed. This trick works pretty 
fine, so now its your time to hide your name if you really wanted too.



The Most Important Cyber Security Tips for Our Readers 

32

National Cyber Security Awareness Month was established to strengthen the 
weakest point of any security solution: humans. No matter how effective—or ex-
pensive—the security tools protecting your network are, there’s no way to predict 
the damage caused by a single careless user. The war against cyber criminals is 
fought each time a user decides to click an unfamiliar link or open an attach-
ment—and just a single mistake could be the reason for massive data loss. 

To help out IT security managers during this Cyber Security Awareness Month, we’ve compiled a list of things your 
users should be thinking about whenever they’re using the Internet. They’ve probably heard many or all of these tips 
before, but repetition doesn’t spoil the prayer. If you take security seriously, you’re already using Umbrella by 
OpenDNS to protect your network from malware, botnets, and other advanced threats. And if you’re smart, you know 
that there’s no substitute for educating your users. Share this list with your users, this month—and every month.

TIPS
1. Realize that you are an attractive target to hackers. Don’t ever say “It won’t happen to me1.”

2. Practice good password management. Use a strong mix of characters, and don’t use the same password for multi
    ple sites. Don’t share your password with others, don’t write it down, and definitely don’t write it on a post-it note
    attached to your monitor.

3. Never leave your devices unattended. If you need to leave your computer, phone, or tablet for any length of
    time—no matter how short—lock it up so no one can use it while you’re gone. If you keep sensitive information on a    time—no matter how short—lock it up so no one can use it while you’re gone. If you keep sensitive information on a
    flash drive or external hard drive, make sure to lock it up as well.

4. Always be careful when clicking on attachments or links in email. If it’s unexpected or suspicious for any reason,
   don’t click on it. Double check the URL of the website the link takes you to: bad actors will often take advantage of
   spelling mistakes to direct you to a harmful domain. Think you can spot a phony website? Try our Phishing Quiz.



5. Sensitive browsing, such as banking or shopping, should only be done on a device that belongs to you, on a ne
    -twork that you trust. Whether it’s a friend’s phone, a public computer, or a cafe’s free WiFi—your data could be
    copied or stolen.

6. Back up your data regularly, and make sure your anti-virus software is always up to date.

7. Be conscientious of what you plug in to your computer. Malware can be spread through infected flash drives, exte
    rnal hard drives, and even smartphones.

8.8. Watch what you’re sharing on social networks. Criminals can befriend you and easily gain access to a shocking
    amount of information—where you go to school, where you work, when you’re on vacation—that could help them
    gain access to more valuable data.

9. Offline, be wary of social engineering, where someone attempts to gain information from you through manipulation.
    If someone calls or emails you asking for sensitive information, it’s okay to say no. You can always call the company
    directly to verify credentials before giving out any information.

10.Be sure to monitor your accounts for any suspicious activity. If you see something unfamiliar, it could be a sign that
     you’ve been compromised.     you’ve been compromised.

Source : OpenDns
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How to Remove Cell Phone Spy Software 
and Protect Your Phone

34

I’m going to explain a couple of ways that you can remove cell phone spy software apps and tell you how to protect your 
phone in future. This is simple enough for anyone to do themselves; you don’t need to be very technical.

Removing Spy Software with a Factory Reset
This is probably the most complete method to remove any spy software from your cell phone. Even if you are not totally 
sure Removing Spy Softwareyou are being monitored this will give you some peace of mind.
There are different ways to do this for different types of phone. You can do it yourself, or if you aren’t comfortable, you 
can simply take your phone to your local supplier and ask them to do a factory reset – most will do this for free.
You can perform a factory reset on all phones including Android, iPhone and BlackBerry.

Backup your phone first!Backup your phone first!
Doing a factory reset will return your phone to how it was when you first bought it. All your data will be removed as well 
as any apps or software you have added. You need to backup all of the data you want to keep – contacts, photos music 
etc. so that you can restore these once the phone has been reset.
You might want to make a note of any apps you have downloaded so that you can re-install these later, although some 
backup methods can store these.
Once you are backed up, you are ready to reset the phone.

Remove Spy Software with OS UpdateRemove Spy Software with OS Update
Updating or re-installing the phone firmware or operating system will have a similar effect to doing a factory reset – but 
is How to remove cell phone spy softwareless extreme. It will not remove your apps and data but will remove the spy 
software.

This works because the spy software apps are specific to the OS on the phone – change the OS and the software is 
removed and will not work. It is not as complete a solution as the reset but in most cases will still remove the offending 
software.



How to Remove Cell Phone Spy Software from an iPhone
Removing spy phone software from an iPhone is easy – just update or reinstall the iOS. For any cell spy program to 
work on the iPhone it must be Jailbroken. Updating the iOS removes the Jailbreak and so removes the spy software 
from an iPhone.

Manually Removing
Cell phone spy software can be removed manually by deleting the software files from the phone.Cell phone spy software can be removed manually by deleting the software files from the phone. This is only for those 
who really know what they are doing and I don’t recommend it.
Finding and identifying the actual files can be difficult as they have been deliberately disguised to keep the software 
hidden. It’s really not worth the risk or effort to attempt this method – deleting the wrong files could really mess up your 
phone.

Now Protect Your Cell Phone
Once you have successfully removed the spy software from your phone you need to think about securing your phone Once you have successfully removed the spy software from your phone you need to think about securing your phone 
to stop it happening again. It amazes me how most people don’t use even the most basic methods to protect their 
phones. Spy apps can be installed in a few minutes – if someone has physical access to your phone.
Here are a few ways to secure your phone:

    • Use the Password Lock Feature – All phones come with a password lock feature – set up a good personal code
      and keep it to yourself!

    • Use a Password App – take it a step further and use one of the more advanced security apps. You’ll find free and
      paid apps to manage secure passwords and automatically lock your phone.      paid apps to manage secure passwords and automatically lock your phone.

    • Install a Security App – there are loads of apps available for all phones which can help to protect your cell phone.
      Lookout Mobile Security is a good one with free and paid versions for Android and iPhone. It is known to flag up
      spy software apps.

Source : acisni
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5 Of The Best VPNs For Anonymous Surfing

36

Source : efytimes

1.LogMeIn Hamachi
LogMeIn Hamachi is a hosted VPN service that lets you securely extend LAN-like networks to distributed teams,
mobile workers and your gamer friends alike, in minutes.

2.PacketiX.NET
PacketiX.NET is an academic, non-profit online environment for PacketiX VPN, the VPN technology developed by 
SoftEther Corporation.

3.ItsHidden.eu3.ItsHidden.eu
This is a secure connection that encryts all your information and is not readable by anyone else so wherever you are 
your privacy is always maintained. There is no software required and ItsHidden.eu works on all platforms including 
Windows, Mac, Linux, IPhone etc.

4.Your Freedom
The Your Freedom services makes accessible what is unaccessible to you, and it hides your network address from 
those who don't need to know.

5.Hotspot Shield5.Hotspot Shield
Hotspot Shield VPN offers you much better security and privacy protection than a web proxy. Hotspot Shield free 
VPN encrypts your internet traffic, and enables you to access any blocked or geo-restricted site wherever you are, 
and more.

 VPNs are very handy when it comes to enabling you to surf the internet anonymously 
without leaving behind a trail. This is handy when you don't want others using your 
system to know what you've been doing. Here are 6 handy VPNs to get the job done.



6 Good Firefox Anti Phishing Add-Ons

Phishing has gained prominence over the years with more and more hackers ex-
ploiting the method for their vested interests. As such an efficient anti-phishing tool 
is the order of the day. Mozilla's Firefox web browser provides you with a number of 
good add-ons that are meant to restrict and save you from phishing attacks while 
browsing the web.

1.Protect-Access
   Protection against hackers and threats: This addon is different from your antivirus and firewall, and automatically pr
   otects you against various threats that may represent some websites while browsing on the internet.

2.Interclue
   Interclue is the ultimate hyperlink multitool. Small icons appear when you mouse over links to warn you about dead
   links, Malware or Phishing Sites, etc, and for any valid link, Interclue provides a compact link preview along with o
   ptional extra information and next action buttons.   ptional extra information and next action buttons.

3.Bitdefender TrafficLight
   TrafficLight is taking the security-while-browsing concept where it belongs: in the browser. This extension will add a
   strong layer of security over your browsing experience without inducing speed penalties or system resource co
   nsumption. Part of the processing is done in the cloud with some intelligent small engines that make various checks
   on pages you're visiting enabling you to have top notch antiphishing and antimalware protection.

4.LinkExtend
   LinkExtend provides meta-site-ratings for computer safet   LinkExtend provides meta-site-ratings for computer safety, child safety, company ethics, and popularity. Safety results
   come from eight online services giving you a safer browsing experience. Site links, titles, files and reviews are also
   included.
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5.Trust My Web
   TrustMyWeb addon can help you to have a safe Internet browsing attitude by checking the status in your Firefox st
    atusbar. Without diturbing your Internet browsing, just check if the bullet in your status bar is green and go on.

6.Netcraft Toolbar
   The Netcraft Extension is a tool allowing easy lookup of information relating to the sites you visit and providing pr
   otection from Phishing.

Source : Efytimes
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Be careful when You Browse Adult contents
 in your Android phone 

39

CryptoLocker Ransomware which is so far making trouble for Desktop users by scar-
ing them into pay a fine to unlock their locked hard devices is now started to target 
Android users.
The malware dubbed as 'Android.Trojan. Koler.A' is being served to the mobile devic-
es, when the users are browsing certain adult content websites.

The malware disguise itself as badoink, a video player that needs to be installed to get premium access to porn and 
tricks users into installing the app.
Once installed, the malware finds the location of victims and shows a fake warning message in their local language.

"Attention! Your Phone has been blocked up for safety reasons listed below.  All the action peformed on this phone are 
fixed.  All your files are encrypted.  Conducted Audio and Video" The fake message reads.

The warning message informs the victims that their files have been encrypted and they have to pay $300 ransom in 
order to unlock their device. 

But, But, No Need to Panic ! The files stored on the device are not actually encrypted as the warning message claims.  By 
pressing Home button, you can return to Home screen. You will have 5 seconds to Uninstall the app from your device.

Safe Mode to Remove the malicious app:
This malicious app is Not Sophisticated one, you can uninstall the app by booting the device in Safe Mode.

"The group behind this exploit is falsely and egregiously using the BaDoink
brand and logo, a brand that adult consumers have trusted for 8 years, to
spread this Ransomware.spread this Ransomware. The company behind the legitimate version of Badoink, has clarified that they've nothing to 
do with this ransomware.

Source : ehackingnews



How to Know if You Have Spyware 
on Your Computer

40

Do you think someone is spying on your internet activity? Though Norton or 
McAfee might be able to locate spyware, some may be so well-written as to 
escape detection. In any case, downloading more software willy-nilly in an at-
tempt to protect your computer is more likely to make things worse. Here are 
some steps a Microsoft Windows user can take to detect spyware activity; Mac-
intosh OS/X, Linux, and users of other operating systems will have similar but 
different methods available.

Steps :
1.  Press Ctrl-Alt-Del (all 3 keys simultaneously, known as a "three-finger salute"). This should pop up the Task Man
      -ager, or whatever Microsoft is calling it lately. One of the tabs should be Processes; click that tab.

      Look up every process name on the Internet. Don't trust all the information that you find, but try to get a general
      consensus from the more reliable sites whether that process name is likely to be malevolent or not.
      Even if a process name is normal and expected (like svchost.exe), it's still possible that a "hacker" was able to
      overwrite the normal system process with a tainted one.      overwrite the normal system process with a tainted one.
      If a process looks suspicious, for example u-r-0wn3d.exe, you will need to attempt removal. See Tips for ideas on  
      that process.

      Newer spyware/trojans use various methods to hide themselves from the windows Task Manager, so this is by no  
      means a complete solution.



2. Open a command window, also known as a "DOS box", by clicking Start | Run | cmd, or Start | Run | command on
    older systems. Type in the command: netstat -an. This will show you a list of systems you have connected to, and
    systems connected to you, and all "listening" ports. Learn the port numbers: 80 and 443 are typical for the "web";
   135, 139, and 445 are for Microsoft networks; find out what they all mean. If you see something suspicious, netstat
   -anbv might show you what process is doing the communication.

    As mentioned in the Task Manager section, newer Spyware/Trojans use various methods to subvert netstat and
   other commands.   other commands. This means that you can never be sure that you do not have Spyware/Trojans simply using these
   methods.

Tips
• If a suspicious process is found, and stopping the process from the Task Manager does not visibly affect your ability 
to use the computer, it may be wise to attempt to quarantine the file. Locate it using Start | Search, and create a folder 
like C:\evil in which to store it: right-click the suspicious file, select "cut", then right-click the "evil" folder, and select 
"paste". If you later find it's innocuous, or even vital to the use of your computer, you can put it back where it belongs; 
keep a record of what goes where.
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• More important than any firewall or security software is your creation of a Limited account from which you do all your
  normal Internet activity. Only use an Administrative account to install specific software that you have downloaded 
  from a trusted website from your Limited account.

• Once your computer has been compromised, even after you have eliminated the spyware you will have to change all    
   your passwords to every account you access via your computer; it's better to assume the spy has all your passwords

• All software should be considered "guilty" until proven "innocent". Some so-called "hackers" manage to get their mal
  ware onto distribution CDs of commercial software. Don't install any software unless you absolutely need it, and then  ware onto distribution CDs of commercial software. Don't install any software unless you absolutely need it, and then
  do some web searches to see what other people have reported about that software.

• On some systems, msconfig will help with this process, by letting you change startup options and other system co
   nfigurations. If a process in StartUp has no name, or is located in \Windows\temp, it is highly suspicious.

• The firewall is an important defense, but in many cases it will not detect the spy's uploading of data, if it is sent as an
   email or uploaded to a web page, since in most cases you won't want to restrict your access to email or the web.

Source : WikiHow
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Ways to Hide IP Address Online

Every computer on the Internet has a unique IP address allotted to it which makes it 
possible to trace it back to its exact location. Even though the concept of Internet 
Protocol address has been designed for its transparency and traceability, in some 
cases this questions the privacy of the Internet user where one would not like to 
reveal his/her identity to the outside world. Well, if you are one such person who is in 
search of ways to hide your IP address online, then you are at the right place. In this 

Article, I will discuss some of the easy and popular ways to hide your IP address, so that your identity and 
privacy is kept safe.

One of the most popular and easy ways to hide your IP address online is to use a proxy server. In simple words, a 
proxy server is any server that will act as an intermediary between your computer and the Internet. Instead of commu-
nicating directly with the websites or Internet resources, here you communicate with the proxy server which then for-
wards all your requests to the remote server so as to establish a back and forth communication between your computer 
and the Internet. So, whenever you are hiding behind a proxy, the Internet or the websites you visit will only see the IP 
address of the proxy server, so that your real IP address is kept hidden.

Types of Web Proxies
Here is a list of different types of web proxies that you can try:

Website Based Proxy Servers:
This is the simplest of all methods. There are many websites on the Internet that provide free and paid proxy service for 
the users without having to install any piece of software program on their computer. The following are some of the popu-
lar websites that offer proxy service:
• www.hidemyass.com
• www.newipnow.com
• anonymouse.org
• proxify.com
• smarthide.com
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Website Based Proxy Server Websites provide a field to enter the URL of the target website that you want to visit anony-
mously. Once you submit, they will establish a connection with the target site and presents you back with the intended 
page that you are trying to browse. The downside of using these free services is that, some of them will not offer a se-
cured connection (SSL) and you will often be presented with annoying ads and pop-ups during the course of your brows-
ing. However, you can avoid these by becoming a paid user.

Browser Configured Proxy Servers:
There are hundreds of freely available open proxies that can be found on the Internet. You can obtain the IP address of 
one of those freely available proxy servers and configure your browser to start using them. However, as they are openly 
available to public, most of them are either bottlenecked or perform too slow on normal conditions.

Program Based Proxy Servers:
AA program based proxy server requires you to install a program on your computer and configure its settings. These pro-
vide you with an option to start hiding your IP address with just a click of a button. They automatically connect your com-
puter to a private high speed anonymous proxy server to provide best performance. You also have the option to choose 
proxies based on location such as countries. The advantage of using this type of proxy is that, it is not limited to a single 
browser. That means, your computer’s entire web traffic is routed through the proxy, there by guaranteeing you with a 
highest level of privacy.

Most of these programs come with a free trial where you are required to pay once the trial period expires. The following 
are some of the popular program based web proxies:

    • Hide My IP
    • Hide IP NG
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VPN Services:
VPN services provide reliable ways not only to hide your IP address but also to protect your data and identity over the 
Internet. Here are a few examples of VPN services that you can try:

    • Hide My Ass VPN
    • VyprVPN

Source : GoHacking
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HTC Desire 516 vs Motorola Moto G

  Hacky Shacky IT Magazine July 201446

HTC Desire 516 has been launched in India offically, it is priced at Rs. 14,200 and has 
been launched as a clear alternative to the Motorola Moto G. But will it be able to break 
moto G’s sheer dominance in mid-range smartphones? Let us have a closer look at its 
specifications alongside the Motorola Moto G.

HARDWARE
The HTC Desire 516 runs onThe HTC Desire 516 runs on Android 4.2.2 Jelly Bean topped over with HTC sense UI v5.1. It runs on Snapdragon 200 
SoC  with quad-core 1.2 GHz Cortex-A7 processor with an Adreno 302 GPU and 1 GB of RAM,powered by a 1950 MAh 
battery . The desire 516 has 4 gb internal storage and has the option to use a micro SD card up to 32GB. Plus, it also has 
removable battery door so that you can remove the battery to switch off your device (Hard Reset) when it freezes. Also 
you replace the battery or use a spare battery when device's battery performance is degraded.
While the Moto G runs onWhile the Moto G runs on Android 4.3 Jelly bean (upgradable to Android 4.4.3 KitKat) running on a Snapdragon 400 SoC 
chipset with 1.2GHz processor with an Adreno 305 GPU and 1GB of RAM, quite similar to the Desire 516. It has 8/16 gb 
internal storage and doesn’t have a microSD slot. The 2050 MAh battery is non removable.
Also, the 516 is around 16% slimmer than Motorola Moto G. Slimmer devices are easier to carry in your pocket and look 
more fashionable. On the other hand, the Moto G weighs 17 grams less than HTC Desire 516, lighter devices are easier 
to hold.



DISPLAY
HTC desire 516 has a 5 inch qHD display(220 ppi ) with a low screen resolution of 540x960 with HTC sense UI v5.1. 
Whereas the Moto  G has 4.5 inch IPS LCD capacitive screen with a much higher resolution than the desire 
516-720x1280, and with a 326 ppi density the Moto G will deliver you a much detailed display. Also, the Moto G has Corn-
ing Gorilla Glass 3 protection. Overall, the 516 might be a delight to big screen lovers but if u want to see a sharp, crisp 
and detailed display , go for the Motorola Moto G. 

CAMERA
Both devices have a 5 MP rear camera with LED flash and are capable of recording videos in 720p quality at 30 fps. With 
features like autofocus, panorama, touch to focus and face detection the Moto g clearly stands way above the 516 as far 
as the camera features are concerned.If the front camera is to be considered  the 516 stands out to be better than the 
Moto G with a 2 MP front camera versus the 1.3 MP front camera of the Motorola Moto G.

The ‘L’ Factor
Google did not spill any important details aboutGoogle did not spill any important details about Android L during its I/O keynote on Wednesday, so it’s not clear what the 
name of the new mobile operating system is, or its version number – some say it’s Android 5.0 Lollipop. Anyhow, Motorola 
Germany confirmed on Facebook that the Moto X and Moto G will both receive the Android L update later this year, refer-
ring to the update as Android 5.0.

This Article Was Submitted By Deepak Malik
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HTC Launches Desire 616, HTC One (E8) Smartphones In India
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HTC has launched two new Android-powered dual-SIM smartphones in the Indian market. The Desire 616 
smartphone has been launched at a price tag of Rs 16,900 and will be up for grabs starting next week. 

Meanwhile, the One (E8) smartphone has been priced at Rs 34,990 and will be available by the end of July.

The HTC Desire 616 Dual SIM smartphone features a 12.7-cm (5-inch) HD display with a 720x1280 pixels resolution. It 
is powered by a 1.4GHz octa-core processor coupled with 1GB of RAM. It sports an 8MP autofocus rear camera and a 
2MP front-facing camera. It comes with 4GB of inbuilt storage expandable up to 32GB via microSD card. Connectivity 
options include: Bluetooth 4.0, Wi-Fi 802.11 b/g/n, GPS, GPRS/ EDGE and 3G. It decks in a 2000mAh battery.

Meanwhile, the HTC One (E8) smartphone is the plastic edition of HTC's flagship One (M8) device. It features a Meanwhile, the HTC One (E8) smartphone is the plastic edition of HTC's flagship One (M8) device. It features a 
12.7-cm (5-inch) full-HD SLCD 3 display with a 1080x1920 pixels resolution. It is powered by a 2.5GHz quad-core 
Qualcomm Snapdragon 801 (MSM8975AC) processor coupled with 2GB of RAM. It sports a 13MP rear autofocus 

camera with LED flash, and a 5MP front-facing camera. It comes with 16GB of built-in storage expandable up to 128GB 
via microSD card. The dual-SIM device runs Android 4.4.2 KitKat out-of-the-box. Connectivity options include: Wi-Fi 
802.11 a/b/g/n with Direct and DLNA functionality; 4G LTE; 3G; GPRS/ EDGE; GPS/ A-GPS with Glonass; Bluetooth 

v4.0 withv4.0 with A2DP; Micro-USB; and a 3.5mm audio jack. It decks in a 2600mAh non-removable battery.

Source : Efytimes



Lenovo’s Twice As Powerful Multimedia Performance Tablet
 – A7-30 Now In Stores  
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At only INR 9,979, the A7-30 will continue to surprise you with its superior per-
formance. You can check your email, surf the web and download tons of apps 
at the same time, thanks to the A7-30’s quad-core processor that makes your 
experience extremely smooth and responsive.

The A7-30 also equips you to stay connected with friends and family at all 
times with its voice calling and worldwide roaming features. And it won’t die on 
you when you need it the most, owing to its longer battery life that provides 8 
hours of WIFI browsing on a single battery charge.

Speaking on Lenovo’s innovation in tablets, Rohit Midha, Director, Tablet Business Unit, Lenovo India, 
“While the PC market still represents a huge opportunity, most of the potential for new growth will be in the 
PC Plus space. Tablets form the backbone of Lenovo’s strategy to win as a PC Plus player. The A7-30 is 
our attempt to offer a complete package with performance and aesthetics available at an unbelievable price 
point. This device is a testimony of Lenovo’s track record in reliability.”

TheThe A7-30 offers double the amount of storage with 16 GB in built memory (expandable upto 32 GB), which 
means you can download and store more apps as well as an incredible amount of content. This pocket 
sized wonder is available in white, offering a thinness of 10mm and weight of only 327 grams, making it per-
fect for reading and web-surfing on the go.



Tablet Specifications:

Processors: MTK Quad Core, 1.3GHz 

Memory: 1GB RAM

OS: Android 4.2

Battery: 3500mAh

Storage: Upto 32 GB

Screen: Screen: 7” (1024x600) TN

Camera: 2MP rear FF, 0.3MP front FF

Connectivity: Wi-Fi + Voice

Audio: 2x speakers + Dolby® Audio 
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Silicon Power Releases The Ultra-Fast USB 3.0 Flash Drive
— Marvel M70  
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SuperSpeed USB 3.0 interface — Incredible, Invincible, Irreplaceable
SSP Marvel M70 USB flash drive introduces the SuperSpeed USB 3.0 data transferring interface which gears to the 
growing demands for speed and efficiency. Optimizing the advanced USB 3.0 specifications, Marvel M70 performs the 
extremely fast speeds up to 240MB/sec read and 80MB/sec write, enabling professional users such as photographers, 
videographers, gamers and businessmen to easily edit or store large files including graphics and HD videos. In addition, 
Marvel M70 employs the intelligent retractable USB connector by which users can operate the drive with a simple push 
of a thumb. Also, the retractable USB connector design takes convenience and data safety into consideration that it is 
not only totally cap-less but also truly protective to keep the drive away from dust and debris. Furthermore, Marvel M70 not only totally cap-less but also truly protective to keep the drive away from dust and debris. Furthermore, Marvel M70 
features the ergonomic curving finish which allows the perfect touch for daily using and holding. 

Modern Style with Metallic Casing
SP Marvel M70 USB flash drive is built with untraditional and dynamic shape design that conveys the strength and 
grace in the same time. Simple yet powerful, Marvel M70 executes sleek and succinct lines to express the sense of 
speed and power. Moreover, Marvel M70 is artistically crafted with luxurious metallic material of zinc alloy and exquisite 
sandblasting treatment that altogether create the high-end visual enjoyment. Combining exceptional performance and 
head-turning designs, Marvel M70 is the drive for professional and modern users. To better satisfy different mobile 
needs, Marvel M70 offers multiple choices of storage capacities including 32GB, 64GB and 128GB. All Silicon Power 
USB flash drive products come with a lifetime warrantUSB flash drive products come with a lifetime warranty, SP Widget application software which provides seven major 
back up and security tools and a 60-day trial version of NIS (Norton Internet Security). Furthermore, SP also provides 
users with the Recuva File Recovery software which allows users to easily rescue the deleted files including digital 
photos, documents, music and videos.



Marvel M70 Product Features
• SuperSpeed USB 3.0 interface with speeds up to Read/Write 240MB/80MB/sec
• Luxurious zinc alloy casing
• One-handed operation with intelligent retractable USB connector
• Ergonomic shape design, easy to use and hold
• Cap-less design to keep the drive away from dust and debris
• • SP Widget free download software, providing 7 major back-up and Secure functions
• l Recuva File Recovery software, allowing recovery of erased files, such as digital photos, documents, music and
  videos

Marvel M70 Product Specifications
• Dimension 56.6 * 20.0 * 12.4 mm (+/-0.3mm)
• Weight 16.8g (+/-10%)
• Capacity 32GB 64GB 128GB
• • Material Zinc Alloy/ Plastic
• Color Dark grey / Silver
• Interface USB 3.0 / USB 2.0/ USB 1.1 compatible
• Operating temperature 0° C ~ 70° C
• Supported OS Windows 8/7/XP, Mac OS 10.3.x, Linux 2.6.x
• Certification CE/FCC/BSMI/Green dot/WEEE/RoHS/KCC
• Warranty Lifetime warranty 

Source : Efytimes
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